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If this is an example of what the City of Pasdaena is considering for the South Lake business district you all lose your jobs. 
It is an ugly building, does deal with context of the area, it is too massive for the scale at the sidewalk, it blocks the view
corridors as one comes into the business district, it has NO sensitivity for the area. 
Traffic on Lake Ave and traffic that would flow thru The Madison Heights district would be an even bigger headache than
it is now unless you gated that community. The people on El Molino Ave are already overrun by cars. That would only
increase on all of the other MH streets not to mention the increased load on Glenarm that doesn’t obey traffic laws and
races from one traffic circle to the other. 
Must I go on?
This is just the City trying to grab more tax dollars by adding sq ft and increasing population to the City that is NOT
equipped to deal with it. 
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Dear Mr.  Asahakian,
I am a resident of Madison Heights Landmark District and wish to share my deepest concerns
with the zoning considerations pertaining to the properties located where the Assistance
League Craft Fair facilities and adjacent Parking lot are today.  While I understand they are two
separate parcels, the city zoning changes being potentially considered for actionable decisions
are problematic as to the proximity to a Landmark designated neighborhood.

We have seen a number of drastic changes to our neighborhoods where single family homes
or duplexes, commercial properties with small footprints  are sold, demolished and scaled to
heights and lot extremes with maximum build out. In the case of the parcels mentioned it is
not our desire to see 3 story properties which would obstruct views of the foothills, nor do we
think that increased traffic and parking issues are quality of life experiences in an already
impacted neighborhood.  The Craft Fair sits between Haskett Court which is on the National
Register of Historic Places and our Hudson Avenue Landmark District. 

Concerns:
Height limits - the property (current or future build/zoning) should be no more than 2 stories
in height - period. It should not detract from the South Hudson Landmark District  or Haskett
Court.
Ideally the parking lot should return to a residential lot with a CUP and should not detract
from the Landmark District or Haskett Court. 
The property should have a similar neighborhood use (no more intense or dense) than it does
now

Our family has lived in other cities where the lack of foresight to preserve neighborhoods and
increase density/engage in poor design/disregard neighborhood/community feedback has
resulted in some of the worst outcomes.  Green space, outdoor areas, less density is MORE
desirable as a quality of life issue now more than ever as a result of the pandemic.   
We hope to see our recommendations included in consideration and welcome the
opportunity to engage in a more thoughtful dialogue with our Madison Heights Neighborhood
Association and Landmark designated community. 

Thank you for your service to the City and hopefully helping us avert a tragic loss of a space
that can be appreciated for "less is more" solution and avoids a cataclysmic outcome.
Sincerely, 



Patti Traglio





• Why is the Pavilions property zoned to be 55 feet?  Blocks west of that are
zoned for lower heights.  The Pavilions would stick out just like the building at
the SE corner of Lake and California.  

• Mountain views would disappear for anyone walking in the South Lake area
and for the residences south of California.

• There should be a gradual lowering of heights on South Lake as the street gets
closer to California so that it relates to the houses south of California.

• Neighborhoods should be protected from the height and density of commercial
districts.
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I just drove up Colorado and Lake and there are many vacant buildings. These need to be repurposed and
refurbished.  There is no need to tear down old buildings just to build bigger.  I am very much opposed to the tiny
setbacks and no trees.  No one wants South Lake to look like Brand Ave in Glendale.  I cannot even walk my dog on
California anymore because if he leans his head over going potty he will be decapitated by cars going 45 mph 4
lanes across on what used to be a beautiful part of Pasadena.  We do not need to be all things to all people in every
district.  Refurbish and repurpose the existing commercial buildings in all of pasadena.
Ellen Hatch

Sent from my iPhone




